[Acquired dysimmune neuropathies. Clinical symptoms and classification].
The neuropathies caused by dysimmunity have seen great changes in recent years. The different forms of clinical presentation, electrophysiological expression, associated anomalies seen on analytical tests, particularly the presence of antibodies to the various antigens of myelin are becoming better understood. This confirms their dysimmune nature and also offers unforeseen possibilities for the comprehension of etiopathogenic mechanisms and possible classifications of specific etiopathogenic factors. Based mainly on our own experience, in this paper we review current concepts of the three main dysimmune polyneuropathies, the Guillain-Barré syndrome, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuritis or CIDP and the motor multifocal neuropathies (MMN) with block-conduction or Lewis-Summer syndrome. Regarding the first condition, we particularly emphasize the convenience of establishing the broad classification needed by the variation in its clinical presentation, with regional and functional variants: among the latter we consider particularly the pure motor forms which in most cases are axonal forms with an etiopathogenic basis which is fairly well established and almost constantly associated with the presence of specific antibodies in the serum of patients with this condition. With reference to CIDP, we discuss the existence of atypical forms and the frequency of the relapsing form concerning the evolution. The MMN are the most recently discovered dysimmune neuropathies, according to both the literature and personal experience. We try to establish the difference between pure motor forms and those which also have sensory involvement (or MADSAM) and are called the Lewis-Sumner syndrome.